Davidson Traffic Control Products

T3B Barricade
Plastic Type III Barricade Products

— Made in the USA —
Pexco’s T3B Plastic Type III Barricades
Improve Safety and Reduce Maintenance

T3B Type III Barricade System

T3B barricade products from Pexco are the perfect answer to compliance with the requirements of NCHRP 350 and MASH. Our barricades are lightweight, easy to use and durable. A 5-foot X-Tube upright weighs only a little over 3 pounds and an 8-foot 1” x 8” T3B honeycomb panel weighs only 5 pounds, making the entire assembly for an 8-foot Type III barricade only 22 pounds!

The T3B Type III Barricade system is easily assembled, highly portable and has proven durability. The modular design allows for quick exchange of damaged parts and a rapid return to service. The plastic component of our uprights and panels will never rust, rot, splinter or need painting. The durability of our panels ensures long life and a good return on investment.

Pexco’s T3B panels are created with seven internal support beams which provide great strength and durability, yet keep them lightweight.

The white panels are flat and smooth, making striping with a standard tape applicator a breeze.

The T3B Type III Barricade System is a MASH-tested and NCHRP 350 compliant as a Category 2 device. It is designed to yield upon impact, allowing a vehicle to pass over/under it unscathed.

The T3B 1” x 8” panels from Pexco will not delaminate, break, splinter, rot, rust, crack or peel.

To save time and money, order your panels with our factory-applied reflective sheeting. Pexco buys reflective tape in large volumes and has mechanized production lines to apply the reflective tape, providing you with a cost-effective finished product that can be delivered to your job site ready to install!

We Use

3M Reflective Sheeting Products
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